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KT-3 Kristi snowcat snowmobile all terrain Item number: 4505948736

You are signed in Email to a friend | Watch this item in My eBay 

Larger Picture

Current bid: US $800.00 
(Reserve not 
met) 

 ��������	�


Time left: 3 days 23 hours 
 
7-day listing  
Ends Nov-26-04 
18:13:13 PST

Start time: Nov-19-
04 18:13:13 PST

History:
1 bid   (US 
$800.00 starting 
bid)

High bidder: huntingman5  
( 5 )

Item location: Durango, 
Colorado 
United States

Ships to: Will arrange for 
local pickup only 
(no shipping).

Shipping costs: Check item 
description and 
payment 
instructions or 
contact seller for 
details 

 Shipping and payment details

Seller information
tgk_13  ( 1 )

Feedback Score: 1 
Positive Feedback: 100% 
Member since Sep-27-04 in 
United States

Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items

 Buy with Confidence

 

Description 
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               1960's KT-3 Kristi  Snowcat        

  

Dimensions: length: 11' long 5'9" tall 7'4" wide 

Weight: 2,095 lbs. (empty) 

Capacity: 5 passengers 

Performance: speed: 1/2 to 20 mph, range: 20 gallon tank, 15 to 18 hours of 
operation, climb: 70% grade with full load, side hill: 60% grade (soft snow) 

Body: fiberglass body, one piece steel frame, walk-in rear door, and driver's side 
hatch door. 

Engine: air cooled 53 horsepower VW engine, fuel consumption is 1.5 gallons per 
hour, max. 

Transmission: 8 speed high-low range plus 4 reverse. 

Steering: 2 control levers 

Track: A rubber-aluminum sprocket drives the track through steel cups mounted on 
hickory cleats. 

NO TRAILER INCLUDED.                       
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 It runs and drives great. The exterior is in good shape but is missing two windows, one in the back 
and one in the front (shown in pictures), I have the other windows but need to put them back in. 
The tracks and tires are in good condition. The interior has a few blemishes. Mechanically I know 
of only one thing wrong. It has a minor oil or hydraulic fluid leak when climbing an incline. I've 
had to store it out of town which has prevented me from spending time restoring it or even using 
it. Only minor work needed to bring it up to dependable operating condition. Thanks for looking. 
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 Winning bidder please contact me within 24 hours. 25% of winning bid must be sent within a 
week of end of auction by paypal. Rest must be paid in full before pickup. No shipping, local 
pickup only. Snowcat is in Durango, Colorado.  
 

Select a picture

 
 

Questions from other buyers

Q:  if i bid and win this thing will it drive up onto a trailer or car carrier? id have to have it 
picked up by a transport company and they like to know...more

answered on: Nov-
19-04 

   A:  yes, it is very much capable of doing so. i had to do the same thing when i bought it 
and it climbed right up the transport truck no problem. 
 
  Ask seller a question

Shipping and payment details
Services available 
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details. 

Will arrange for local pickup only (no shipping).

Payment methods accepted

 

eBay recommended services
How to buy a vehicle on eBay Motors - tips and 
services for a successful transaction  
Make low monthly payments on this purchase 
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Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.  

Other - See Payment Instructions for payment 
methods accepted

with the eBay Financing Center.  
Free vehicle shipping quote. Safe and affordable 
shipping from DAS.  

Ready to bid? help
KT-3 Kristi snowcat snowmobile all terrain

Current bid: US $800.00

Your maximum bid: US $ (Enter US $810.00 or more)

  You will confirm in the next step. ��������	�


eBay automatically bids on your behalf up to your maximum bid. 
Learn about bidding.

 
 

What else can you do?

 Back to list of items  |  Ask seller a question  |  Email this item to a friend   |  Printer friendly page  

Home    Browse    Sell    Enthusiasts    Search    Services    Help
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